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Lecture I: IntroductionLecture I: Introduction

 Forces

 Building blocks

 Structure of hadrons

 Color confinement & jets

 Weak isospin & weak hypercharge

 Concept of gauge theories
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I.1I.1  ForcesForces
 Our universe is governed by 4 forces: strong, electromagnetic,

       weak, gravitation
 Strong force:Strong force:

 acts only on very short distance on color charge
 binds quarks together to form hadrons

 binds nucleons in nuclei
 EM force:EM force:

 acts on electric charge
 binds e & nuclei to make atoms & molecles

       controls chemistry & physics of materials
 Weak force:Weak force:

 acts on weak charge
 lies behind processes like  decay (n pe )

      vital for synthesis of heavy elements in
        early universe & stellar cores,
      important for fusion power cycles of stars

 Gravitation:Gravitation:
 important for massive objects not particles at accelarators
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I.1I.1  ForcesForces

 These forces are transmitted by specific fields or particles being
     equivalent concepts in relativistic Quantum Field Theory (QFT)

 EM interactions can be described in terms of ’s:

       e.g.: e--e- scattering

      emission & absorption of virtual 

  These apparently quite different forces have
      an underlying unity

Strong forces are transmitted by massless spin gluons

 Weak forces are transmitted by massive spin 1 W & Z bosons

 Closely analogous to massless spin 1  of em interaction

 Quantum treatment of gravity is still open question

      Einstein field equations indicate that gravity is transmitted
     by spin 2 gravitons

  These ideas have been tested experimentally in many ways  
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I.1I.1  ForcesForces

 Discovery of gluons in e+e- collisions

 The dominant process is

 However, one also
    observes events
    with 3 hadron jets

 

e+e qq

     2 hadron jets 

 

e+e qqg

     3 hadron jets 
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I.1I.1  ForcesForces
 Discovery of Z & W± bosons in pp collisions
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I.1I.1  ForcesForces
 The EM interaction & gravity have massless gauge bosons

     Potential energy ~ 1/r & force ~ 1/r2 (EM screening does not
      occur at very small distances)

 Weak interactions have exp(-mr) damping factor
     sharp cut-off at r=2 10-16 cm

 Strong interactions are mediated by massless gluons
     expect 1/r behavior
     but its different depending on
       whether interaction is between
       basic quarks or composite hadrons
     This is due to effects of color (later)

SU(3)

SU(2)

U(1)

SymmetryMassBosonInteraction

08 gluonsstrong

80, 91GeVW±, Z0weak

01 photonelectromagnetic
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I.2 Fundamental Building BlocksI.2 Fundamental Building Blocks

 LEPTONS:LEPTONS:
0

-1

2/3

-1/3

Charge

e μ

e μ

u c t

d s b

 QUARKS:QUARKS:

 Fundamental building blocks of matter are 24 spin-half particles
    6 leptons, 6 quarks and their corresponding 12 antipartners

carry quantumcarry quantum

number color:number color:

redred, , greengreen, , blueblue

family:family:    1         1       2      3  2      3  

 Fermions are grouped into left-handed doublets & right-handed

    singlets, antifermions into RH doublets & LH-singlets
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I.2 FundamentalI.2 Fundamental  Building BlocksBuilding Blocks
 Quarks, leptons, gauge bosons plus the Higgs particle are the

     basis of present understanding of physical world

 Leptons have no strong interactions & are seen directly in nature

 Quarks do not exist as
     free particles in nature,
     & experience all forces

 Each quark, lepton &
    charged gauge boson has
    an associated antiparticle
    with same mass & spin but
    opposite charge

    l-     ll++

             
       q      q
     W-   W+

 , gluons, Z0 & h are identical to their antiparticles
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I.3 Structure of HadronsI.3 Structure of Hadrons

 Leptons appear in nature
    as free particles

 Quarks carry an additional
    quantum number “color”
    that comes in 3 states
    (redred, greengreen, blueblue)

 Quarks appear in nature only
    in colorless bound states as:
    mesons: qq or
    baryons: qqq
     e.g.:
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I.3 The Structure of HadronsI.3 The Structure of Hadrons
 Hadron interactions rise through

     interactions of their quark &
     gluon components

 e-p collision:

    At high energies this interaction

    can disintegrate p (deep inelastic

    scattering) first direct experimental

    evidence for quarks

 J/  production:

    Via virtual  a cc pair is produced

     form J/  if Ee+e-=m

     discovery of J/  was first

        evidence of c quark
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I.3 The Structure of HadronsI.3 The Structure of Hadrons
 e+e- collisions can create pairs of any fundamental particle that

     has electric charge & thus can couple to  discovery of 

 Note: q & l have arrows pointing forward in time
            q & l have arrows pointing backward in time
     This brings out an important point: above figures have
        some basic vertices, where q or l couple to 
     u & c have the same charge & thus the same
       coupling to 

 Now consider  decay n pe-
e, arising from d ue-

e

    with the weak interaction transmitted by W boson

 In n decay not enough energy is available to make
    a real W boson
    it exists only briefly as a virtual particle

 First real W bosons were produced at CERN in

     pp collisions, in subprocess
  
du e

e
   at E=M

W
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I.4 Color Confinement and JetsI.4 Color Confinement and Jets
 Quarks & gluons alone experience & transmit strong forces

     that couples to a special (strong) charge called color

 Quarks come in 3 different colors: red, blue, green
     & antiquarks then have colors: anti-red, anti-blue, anti-green

 Gluons carry 2 labels, one for color & one for anticolor, such that
     color is conserved at each qqg vertex
     e.g.: blue q  red q by emitting blue anti red gluon

 Only colored particles can emit or absorb a gluon

     underlying theory is quantum chromodynamics (QCD)

 Leptons & other gauge bosons are colorless

 Due to color strong forces transmitted by gluons differ
     significantly from em forces transmitted by ’s
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I.4 Color Confinement and JetsI.4 Color Confinement and Jets
 Gluons can couple directly to other gluons

     while photons cannot couple to other photons
      most striking consequence is color confinement

 Both experiment & theory suggest that physical
     hadrons are colorless  in em terms: allow only
     neutral hadrons, forbid ionization

 Potential energy required to separate 2 quarks
     increases linearly with r due to vacuum polarization
      infinite color ionization potential

 Confinement means: neither quarks nor gluons appear as free
     particles, they can only exist within colorless composite hadrons

 Strong force between hadrons is like residual Van-der-Waals
     force between electrically neutral atoms
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I.4 Color Confinement and JetsI.4 Color Confinement and Jets
 Injecting energy into a hadron does not separate the quarks, but

     creates a new q-q pair

 Breaking a hadron is like
     breaking a bar magnet
      2 bar magnets & not
     isolated N & S monopoles

 Quarks & gluons must be studied indirectly, since they cannot be
     isolated

 In e-q scattering ones gets information on q from recoiling e

 When q or g recoils energetically from hard collision, broken lines
     of force behind it lead to jet of hadrons
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I.5 Weak I.5 Weak Isospin Isospin & Weak Hypercharge& Weak Hypercharge

 Isospin & hypercharge were introduced in strong interactions:

     Proton & neutron are two states of the nucleon

       nucleon: I=1/2   with I3=+1/2 for p & I=-1/2 for n

 Symmetrywise isospin has the same properties as spin described
     by the symmetry group SU(2)

 Isospin is a good symmetry in strong interactions but is violated
     in EM & weak interactions

 The symmetry also holds for quarks: I3=1/2 for u, I3=-1/2 for d

     while all other quarks have I=I3=0

 Hypercharge is another conserved observable that appears in the
     SU(3) quark symmetry group original & establishes a relation
     between isospin & charge

  
Q = I

3
+

1

2
Y (1.1)(1.1)
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I.5 Weak I.5 Weak Isospin Isospin & Weak Hypercharge& Weak Hypercharge

 In weak interactions left-handed & right-handed states behave
     differently  this means parity is violated

 Fermions are grouped into L-handed doublets & R-handed singlets

 In analogy we introduce the weak isospin T & weak hypercharge Y

 T=1/2 for L-handed fermions & T=0 for R-handed fermions
      e.g. T3=1/2 for uL, T3=-1/2 for dL, T3=0 for uR & dR

 Weak hypercharge is a good observable & provides a link
     between T & Q

  
Q = T

3
+

1

2
Y (1.2)(1.2)

 The weak isospin allows to describe weak decays of hadrons, e.g.

     d u transitions as in nuclear  decay or other quark decays
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I.6 Concepts Of Gauge TheoriesI.6 Concepts Of Gauge Theories

 Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is the best tested theory that

     described the interactions of charged particles with photons

  QED has the vital property that various unphysical infinite
     contributions arising in quantum field theory (QFT) can be all
     consistently be eliminated  theory is renormalizable
      reason: QED is a local gauge theory

 Before exploring this feature lets review some properties of QED

 Represent incoming fermions by a field (x)=u(p)eipx

     Outgoing fermions by a field (x)=u(p)e-ipx

     Incoming antifermions by field (x)=v(p)e-ipx

       Outgoing antifermions by field (x)=v(p)eipx

 The equation of motion is given by the Dirac equation

   
i

μ

μ
mc( ) = 0 (1.3)(1.3)

The μ are the Dirac matrices (4 4), m is the mass and it is
    convention to set           and μ gives time-space coordinates   = c =1
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I.6 Concepts Of Gauge TheoriesI.6 Concepts Of Gauge Theories
 The Dirac matrices are:

   

0
=

1 0

0 1
, 

i
=

0
i

i
0

, 
5
= i

0 1 2 3
=

0 1

1 0
(1.4)(1.4)

Here, the i are the Pauli matrices (2 2):

   
1
=

0 1

1 0
, 

2
=

0 i

i 0
, 

3
=

1 0

0 1
, I=

1 0

0 1
(1.5)(1.5)

The Pauli matrices satisfy (anti) commutation relations

   i
,

j
=

i j j i
= 2i

ijk k (1.6)(1.6)

   i
,

j{ } = i j
+

j i
= 2

ij

  

with 
ijk

=

1 for cyclic i j k   

-1 for anticyclic i j k

0 otherwise            

  
with 

ij
=

1 for i=j

0 for i j

The Dirac matrices satisfy anticommutation relations
(1.7)(1.7)

   
μ
,{ } = 2g

μ (1.8)(1.8)

  

with g
μ
=

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

(1.9)(1.9)
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I.6 Concepts Of Gauge TheoriesI.6 Concepts Of Gauge Theories

 The photon field is represented by field Aμ(x)

 The equation of motion is given by Maxwell’s equations

 μ
F

μ
= 4 J

μ

(1.10)(1.10)

  
E=- A

0 A

t

(1.11)(1.11)

  B=- A

  Here we used the electromagnetic field tensor

    and Jμ is the 4-vector current density (charge density, current 

    density and Ei & Bi are the electric & magnetic field components)

  We can represent the electric & magnetic fields in term of a 4-

    vector potential Aμ
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=
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I.6 Concepts Of Gauge TheoriesI.6 Concepts Of Gauge Theories

 In terms of the 4-vector potential the EM field tensor is

 F
μ
=

μ
A A

μ
(1.13)(1.13)

 
A

μ
= A

μ
+

μ

  The photon couples to the charge of a particle  interaction

    is vector-like, introducing the coupling i μ at the vertex

  Weak interactions also have axialvector-like interactions

     introducing i 5 μ at the vertex

 Note that the field tensor is invariant under a change of the

    potential (1.14)(1.14)

 F'
μ
=

μ
A' A'

μ
=

μ
A A

μ
= F

μ
(1.15)(1.15)

 A change in potential has no effect on E & B fields

 This transformation is called a gauge transformation

 Thus, we can exploit this gauge freedom to impose extra

     constraint on potential (Lorentz condition)
 μ

A
μ
= 0 (1.16)(1.16)

for arbitrary for arbitrary   
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I. 6 Concepts Of Gauge TheoriesI. 6 Concepts Of Gauge Theories
  The motion of fermions & photons & their interactions is

      described by the QED Lagrangian

   
(x) exp ieQ (x) (x) (1.18)(1.18)

   
A

μ
(x) A

μ
(x)+ (x) / x

μ (1.19)(1.19)

 We can alter (x) by arbitrary phase factor if we adjust Aμ(x)
     simultaneously in suitable way

 So the photon field plays intrinsic role

     There is no local gauge invariance without it

 The QED Lagrangian is invariant under the following local gauge
     transformation of fermion field (x) & -field Aμ(x) at all space-
     time points with arbitrary (x)

  
L = 1

4
F
μ
Fμ

+ i μ

μ
m( ) + ieA

μ
Q (1.17)(1.17)

Photon kineticPhoton kinetic  
energyenergy

Fermion Fermion kinetickinetic
 energy energy

Fermion Fermion massmass Fermion-photonFermion-photon
interactioninteraction

electric charge of electric charge of fermionfermion
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I. 6 Concepts Of Gauge TheoriesI. 6 Concepts Of Gauge Theories
  The formulation of the Standard Model requires various steps

 First, we construct a gauge invariant Lagrangian for fermion
    fields & the photon  involves symmetry group U(1)

 Second, we extend the formulation to construct a gauge
     invariant Lagrangian for fermions & 3 massless gauge bosons
      involves symmetry group SU(2)

 Third, we combine the two formulations to unify the EM &
     weak interactions,  in addition to massless gauge bosons
     we now also need massless fermions, since left-handed
     fermions & right-handed fermions have different properties
      involves symmetry group SU(2) U(1)

 Fourth, we introduce the concept of spontaneous symmetry
     breaking  this involves mass scale μ: states with energies
     above μ are massless and states with energies below μ
     become massive
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I. 6 Concepts Of Gauge TheoriesI. 6 Concepts Of Gauge Theories
 Fifth, we introduce 4 scalar fields and a scalar potential in

     which the symmetry is spontaneously broken

   due to gauge invariance 3 scalar fields are removed from
      the Lagrangian but reappear as longitudinal terms in the
      gauge fields  thus giving them masses
   since the photon has to remain massless one scalar field
      remain as a physical field, the Higgs boson

 Sixth, via Yukawa couplings we provide a mechanism to also
    give masses to the fermions  these are generated via
    an interaction with the Higgs field


